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Crack and crevice (C+C) application is the most effective
and efficient treatment method in pest control. Applying a
small amount of liquid or aerosol insecticide with a C+C
straw treats a specific site for a specific pest, and with
little exposure to people and pets. The C+C straw on the
nozzle of your B&G tank sprayer extends into narrow voids. It
delivers liquid to the surfaces in the void. The straw on aerosol
delivery systems can also extend into voids, and the spray
droplets will spread to all surfaces.
Cockroaches in residential and commercial kitchens are
Residue behind
the usual targets for C+C applications, but it shouldn’t
baseboard
stop there. This treatment can be used to control many
other household pests. Ants, carpet beetles, silverfish,
spiders, and centipedes use the voids behind
baseboards as travel routes and harborage. Baseboards
close to beds also provide harborage for bed bugs. C+C
straws (liquid or aerosol) deliver insecticide to the wall
Move C+C straw
slowly across top of
surface and the back of baseboards. Hotels may have
the baseboard
the carpet extended up the wall to form the baseboard.
Application. Inserting the straw too deep behind the baseboard results in treating
only the bottom—leaving the sides blank. Bed bugs and other insects walk or rest on
these surfaces, and if treated, they’ll pick up a lethal dose of insecticide. One pass
with the liquid or aerosol straw along the top open edge of the baseboard is enough.
Repeat application would run-off and pool at the bottom. This wastes time, chemical,
and money—not what you want.
Carpet Baseboards. Treating carpet-style baseboards in hotel guest rooms is an
important component of bed bug control. The carpet may be nailed or glued to the
wall, and there is usually a gap at the top. C+C
straws can easily be inserted in this opening for
treatment. Insecticide residue on the wall (which
may be covered with wallpaper) behind the carpet
can kill the bed bugs using this site as harborage.
Treat along the edge
Baseboards behind beds and nightstands are the
of wall-to-wall
carpeting with the
most often infested. Lift the wall-to-wall carpet off
C+C straw
the tacking strip and use the C+C straw to treat that
bed bug and silverfish harborage. Other sites
include baseboards in closets, and near luggage
stands.
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Blue Hose Waterbury™, Bedlam™
24000050 Red Hose Whitmire™,
Eco-Smart™, Hub States, Gentrol™
24000030

From B&G Equipment Co.
Easy to use
The new B&G Aerosol Delivery Unit
(ADU) attaches quickly and easily to your
favorite aerosol. Go from 8 installation
steps with the ‘other system’ to just 3
steps with the new ADU. The stress free
installation is perfect for busy technicians
who are short on time and have little
patience for tricky procedures. You simply
Push-Click-Use. There’s no risk of cross
threading, no squeezing clamps, or
continuous turning of your aerosol. Just
Push-Click-Use. The installation is so
easy, no instruction DVD is needed.
5 great features you’ll appreciate
You’ll appreciate other great features in
the ADU. Just a quick twist on the
smooth operating valve activates your
ADU. And you won’t get pinched by the
valve as you do with the ‘other system’.
The 6’ coiled hose is tangle resistant. The
actuator handle is light weight durable
acetal to reduce fatigue. You even get a
free deluxe holster with every ADU you
purchase.
Look more professional
Your customer has an instant perception
of you based on your appearance and the
application equipment you use. When you
use an aerosol without a professional
delivery system, you send a ‘do-ityourself’ message to your customer. Look
professional while performing accurate
crack & crevice treatments. Use the B&G
ADU.

What PMPs are saying about the
new ADU:
The ADU works flawlessly! I get
leak-free operation and
compatibility with all the major
brands of aerosol manufacturers.
I have already ordered more!
Douglas Stern
Managing Partner
Secaucus, NJ
www.sternenvironmental.com
Picked mine up today. Using it with Eco PCO
AR-X, and it works great. Easy to attach the
can. Half the cost of the competitors delivery
system.
Jefferey Ledford
www.Valuepest.com
Wichita, KS

$10 Off 30 Days Only!
Buy an ADU and get a $10 Rebate on
each purchase for a limited time only.
Purchase must be between June 10
2007 and July 10 2007 to qualify.
Send photocopy of invoice along with
this coupon to:
Ms. Donna Welch
B&G Equipment Co.
Licensed
135 Region South Dr
PMPs only
Jackson, GA 30233
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